In sampled data systems the controller receives periodically sampled state feedback about the evolution of a continuous time plant, and must choose a constant control signal to apply between these updates; however, unlike purely discrete time models the evolution of the plant between updates is important. In this paper we describe an abstract algorithm for approximating the discriminating kernel (also known as the maximal robust control invariant set) for a sampled data system with continuous state space, and then use this operator to construct a switched, set-valued feedback control policy which ensures safety. We show that the approximation is conservative for sampled data systems. We then demonstrate that the key operations-the tensor products of two sets, invariance kernels, and a pair of projectionscan be implemented in two formulations: One based on the Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation which can handle nonlinear dynamics but which * Corresponding author. 
to improve the robustness of the results, or it can be omitted for deterministic 91 scenarios.
92
We will assume that for feedback control purposes the state is sampled at 93 times t k kδ for some fixed δ > 0 and integer k, and that the control signal 94 is constant between sample times. As a consequence, the actual dynamics 95 are of the form 96ẋ (t) = f (x(t), u pw (t), v(t))
where the piecewise constant input signal u pw (·) is chosen according to 97 u pw (t) = u fb (x(t k )) for t k ≤ t < t k+1 (3)
The subdivision of the state space. The constraint set K 0 and the state space Ω are specified in the problem definition. The finite horizon safe sets K k for horizons k > 0, the free control set K free and the mandatory control set K ctrl = K 0 \ K free (not shown explicitly, but it is the union of the red and all of the pink sets) are determined by the algorithms proposed in this paper.
and u fb : Ω → U is a feedback control policy. It was shown in [5] that there 98 exists a control policy which renders the system safe if and only if there 99 exists a feedback control policy which renders the system safe, so we restrict 100 ourselves to feedback control policies without loss of generality. Input signal 101 v(·) is not constrained to be piecewise constant, but is merely assumed to be an infinite horizon.
118

Related Work
119
Sampled data systems have a long history in control engineering, and in 120 recent decades that research has broadened to include nonlinear as well as lin-121 ear systems; however, the focus is typically on traditional control objectives 122 such as stability (for example, see [7, 8] and the citations within).
123
In the context of verification, research on "sampled data systems" has 124 focused on hybrid systems in which some subset of the mode switches can 125 only occur at sampling times. In [9] , a "sampled data hybrid automata"
126
formalism was introduced and used to extend the CheckMate hybrid system 127 verification tool to study a version of such a system with deterministic contin- to a specific final state; however, the input is assumed to be piecewise con- 
Preliminary Definitions
218
The algorithms for constructing the sampled data discriminating kernel 219 and a corresponding set-valued control policy depend upon a number of set-220 valued maps which we define here. The first map is simply the sampled data 221 discriminating kernel that we seek:
where x(·) solves (2) with initial condition x(0) = x 0 . The key difference 223 between (4) and continuous time discriminating kernels is that the input 224 signal in (4) must be piecewise constant over each sampling interval.
225
To construct an approximation to (4) we will sometimes work in an aug-
To move from the augmented state space back to the original state and 229 control spaces, we need a projection operator fromΩ back into Ω:
and a projection operator fromΩ into U for a particular value of x:
From these definitions it is straightforward to show
Remark. It may appear to be dangerous from a complexity perspective to 233 advocate augmenting the state space with the control input dimensions when 234 viability algorithms have a reputation for poor scaling with dimension. We 235 do so in this section because the resulting algorithm is conceptually simple.
236
Section 5 will implement this algorithm with a formulation that scales poorly 237 with dimension, but we will show that the lack of motion in the u coordinates 
242
Although algorithms exist to approximate both continuous and discrete
243
time discriminating kernels directly, in this paper we will construct an ap-
244
proximation of the sampled data discriminating kernel (4) using a sequence 245 of invariance kernels. In some cases these invariance kernels will be computed 246 over the augmented dynamics (5) with only input v treated as a disturbance,
247
while in other cases they will be computed over the original dynamics (1) with both inputs u and v treated as disturbances. For that reason, we define 249 the invariance kernel in terms of a set of dummy variables: system dynamics 250ẏ = g(y, w) with initial condition y(0) = y 0 , solution y(·), and disturbance 
This discriminating kernel can be determined through an invariance kernel 264 in the augmented state space. For notational convenience we define
Lemma 1. The single step sampled data discriminating kernel is the projec-
266
tion of a δ-horizon invariance kernel in the augmented state space
Proof. We seek to show
To show the rightward implication, assume that x 0 ∈ Disc 1 (S). By (4) there Since u 0 ∈ U by (3) and for all v(·), x(·) ∈ S over the same time interval,
273
it must be that for all v(·),x(·) ∈ S × U. By (8) we have that x 0 u 0 T ∈
274
Inv 1 (S), and hence by (6) that x 0 ∈ Proj x (Inv 1 (S)).
275
To show the leftward implication, assume that x 0 ∈ Proj x (Inv 1 (S)). By (6)
276
there exists u 0 ∈ U such thatx 0 
282
Approximation of the sampled data discriminating kernel over longer hori-
283
zons is then performed recursively
Conservatism of the Approximation
285
Proposition 2. The true sampled data discriminating kernel over multiple 286 sample periods is a superset of the recursive approximation
It may be a strict superset for k > 1.
288
Proof. We start by using induction to show containment:
Assume that x 0 ∈ Disc k (S). The implication holds true in the base case 
Disc k−1 (S). Make the inductive hypothesis that 
300
We demonstrate that strict conservatism is possible through an example. shown in figure 2 starts at +4 +4 T and uses input signal
Despite the existence of these viable patches in the arms of the Y, the set 
Subdivision of the Constraint Set
322
Using the operators defined above, we determine the subdivision of the 323 constraint set K 0 shown in figure 1 . The finite horizon safe sets K k are
324
(conservatively) approximated using the sampled data discriminating kernel
The final safe set K N is partitioned using one last invariant set calculation,
326
this time under the original dynamics (1) but treating both the control u and 327 disturbance v in a worst-case fashion
In other words, K free is the set of states which will remain within K N for at 
338
In order to be permissive, the policy is often set-valued. In subsequent 339 sections we will examine reasons why one input might be favored over an-
340
other based on additional information available from specific computational 341 algorithms-for example, an approximation of how deep within a set the fu-ture trajectory will stay-but at this stage we treat equally all control signals 343 for which we can guarantee safety.
344
For x ∈ K free , there are no constraints on the input u fb (x) ∈ U. For
The control policy is given by
in other words, U ctrl (x) is the set of constant control values which keeps
348
K n(x)−1 invariant over a single sample period and hence allows x to be part
by (13), (12) and (11) implies that x ∈ Proj x (Inv 1 (K n(x)−1 )), which in turn and sampled feedback control policy
Proof. Consider first the case x 0 ∈ K ctrl . By (13) x 0 ∈ K n(x 0 ) , which implies 361 by (12) and (9) that x 0 ∈ Proj x (Inv 1 (K n(x 0 )−1 )) and by (16) that for all
with fixed input u 0 and initial conditions
use the same argument to construct a new constant input u j ∈ U ctrl (x(jδ)) 365 and show that x(t) ∈ K n(x 0 )−j ⊆ K 0 for all v(·) and t ∈ [jδ, (j + 1)δ] for all 366 j = 1, 2, 3 . . . , n(x 0 ) − 1. Concatenating the u j for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n(x 0 ) − 1
367
together we arrive at a control signal which satisfies (17) and maintains
369 If x 0 ∈ K free , then by (14) for all u(·), v(·) and t ∈ [0, δ], x(t) ∈ K N . In 370 particular, if x(δ) ∈ K N , then by the argument above we can construct a 371 sampled feedback control policy according to (17) such that x(t) ∈ K 0 for all 
, so use the same argument to construct a new constant 379 input u j ∈ U ctrl (x(jδ)) and show that x(t) ∈ K k for all v(·) and t ∈ [jδ, (j + (17) and maintains x(t) ∈ K k for all t > 0 (thus 382 justifying the notational choice K k = K ∞ ).
383
In general, there may not be an infinite horizon sampled data discrimi- even when a true infinite horizon sampled data discriminating kernel does.
387
However, if a K ∞ is found and it is possible to guarantee x 0 ∈ K ∞ , then 388 the control policy shown in figure 4 can be implemented without the need to 389 evaluate n(x 0 ) or store K k for finite k; only K free , K ∞ and the control policy 390 for x 0 ∈ K ∞ \ K free need to be stored. 
Hamilton-Jacobi Formulation
392
In this section we outline how to implement the abstract algorithm above 393 using an HJ PDE formulation of invariance kernels. In this formulation we represent sets S ⊂ R d using an implicit surface
The implicit surface function representation is very flexible; for example, sphere that is their intersection S 3 = S 1 ∩ S 2 . Implicit surface represen-
415
tations of these sets are given by ψ S 1 (x) = x 2 − 2, ψ S 2 (x) = +a T x and
417
An HJ PDE whose solution is an implicit surface function for the reach-418 able tube of a system with adversarial inputs was proven in [17] ; the adap-
419
tation to invariance kernels that we outline here is straightforward. Given 
Hamilton-Jacobi Formulation of Operators
Using properties of the implicit surface function and the HJ PDE formu-429 lation of invariance kernels described above, we can implement the operators 430 needed to approximate the sampled data discriminating kernel.
431
Given implicit surface representations ψ S and ψ U of S and U respectively,
432
an implicit surface representation of S × U is given by
To find the implicit surface representation ψ Inv 1 (S) of (10)
434
we solve
Projecting out the u dimension to accomplish (11) is easily done
By (12) and (13), this sequence of pointwise maximization, HJ PDE solution
437
and pointwise minimization can be repeated to construct implicit surface 438 representations ψ K k for k = 1, 2, . . . , N .
439
Once ψ K N is determined, we implement (14) by solving one last HJ PDE
to find the implicit surface representation ψ K free . 
wherex(·) solves (2) with fixed input u =ū and initial condition x(0) = x 0 .
451
If the infinite horizon discriminating kernel K ∞ has been discovered, then for
With ψū δ defined, the policy (21) can also be represented as
while two alternative policies are given by
Note that all of these policies will be set-valued in general.
456
Proposition 6. For all 
where v(·) is a measurable input signal butū is a constant input. Consider 460 x 0 ∈ K ctrl , and letn = n(x 0 ). By (12) and (13), ψ Kn −1 (x(s)) = ψ Kn (x 0 ).
466
Corollary 8. For x 0 ∈ K ctrl , the following containment property holds
The intuition behind these different policies is
468
• The most permissive policy U ctrl (x 0 ) allows any control input which will 
Practical Implementation
486
In this section we describe a particular approach to approximating the 
546
The coarse and separated sampling strategies described above are effective 547 at reducing the computational cost of this formulation significantly-they 
with |u| ≤ 1. Note that the effect of the input varies considerably over the Furthermore, K ctrl = K ∞ in this case, because δ = 0. In contrast, as δ 614 becomes large the envelope becomes increasingly uncontrollable.
615
Figures 7 and 8 show some sample trajectories generated using the pol- 
Preliminaries: Ellipsoidal Complications
633
Let P ∈ R d 1 ×d 2 with d 1 ≤ d 2 be a matrix such that P T P is a projection 634 matrix (so (P T P) 2 = P T P). In particular, we will use block matrices 635 P x = I dx 0 dx×du and P u = 0 du×dx I du where I d ∈ R d×d is an identity matrix and 0 d 1 ×d 2 ∈ R d 1 ×d 2 is a zero matrix.
636
Given an augmented statex = x u T , we then have that P xx = x and 637 P ux = u. More generally, we could choose P such that the rows form an 638 orthonormal basis for a subspace into which we want to project a vector. An ellipsoid in R d is defined by
where q ∈ R d is the center, H = H T ∈ R d×d , and HH T = H 2 is the symmet- ellipsoid is also an ellipsoid
We will call a finite union of ellipsoids a piecewise ellipsoidal set.
Many of the sets S involved in the algorithm below will not be ellip-
646
soidal, so where necessary we will construct ellipsoidal approximations E S .
647
An "ellipsoidal approximation" of a set is not a unique object, but in this 648 algorithm it will typically be an underapproximation, it will often be a max-649 imum volume underapproximation, and the particular choice for each such 650 approximation in the algorithm should be clear from context. 
where
For notational simplicity we have assumed that the lower dimensional ellip-659 soids happen to be in the x and u subspaces of the augmented state space 660x , although the formulation can easily be generalized to allow different sub-
661
spaces and/or the tensor product(s) of more than two lower dimensional 662 ellipsoids.
663
We will also modify the objective of the optimization to find the inscribed 664 ellipsoid whose volume is maximal in a subspace projection given by some
665P
. ChoosingP = I will generate the maximum volume inscribed ellipsoid as 666 normal. ChoosingP = P x will find the inscribed ellipsoid whose volume is 667 maximal in the x subspace.
668
If ∩ i Y i = ∅, solve the semidefinite program (SDP)
subject to constraints for i = 1, 2, . . . either of the form 
We will use this operator several times in the algorithm below. 
681
To start with we must restrict the dynamics (1) and (2) to the formṡ
respectively, where A ∈ R dx×dx , B ∈ R dx×du and G ∈ R dx×dv are constant 682 matrices.
683
For a target set S ⊆ R d and time t, define the minimal forward reach set 
Ellipsoidal Formulation of Operators
703
Using the maximum volume inscribed ellipsoid and ellipsoidal invariance 704 kernel algorithms described above, we can implement the operators needed 705 to approximate the sampled data discriminating kernel.
706
Given ellipsoidal S = E S and U = E U , we use the SDP (26)- (28) , and then repeated for additional directions if desired.
717
Once E K N ( ) is determined, one more ellipsoidal invariance kernel calcula-
Control Policy Synthesis
721
Then an ellipsoidal representation of U ctrl (x 0 ) is given by and we will continue to investigate these alternatives in future work.
756
In order to avoid additional notational complexity, the formulation above 
Details regarding control synthesis from piecewise ellipsoidal approximations 761 can be found in [32, 33] . The main complication is that to extract a con- The innermost solid ellipse is E K free , which is an underapproximation of the true K free shown by a solid contour. The light green solid ellipse in the middle is E K N , which is an underapproximation of the true K N shown by the dotted light green contour. The ellipsoidal underapproximations E K free and E K N were computed using a single direction vector . The true sets K free and K N (the contours) were approximated by the HJ PDE formulation described in section 5.
tight. In particular, we have found that the underapproximating ellipsoid for We illustrate the algorithm using another variation of the double integra- approximation's cost is roughly cubic in state space dimension.
790
Projections of a sample trajectory x(·) are shown in figure 10 , and the 791 control signal u pw (·) used to generate this trajectory is shown in figure 11 . In 792 this example both U and E U ctrl (x) are always an interval (the latter possibly 793 degenerate). The control signal in figure 11 was generated by randomly 794 choosing one of the endpoints of the interval U (if x(t k ) ∈ E K free ) or E U ctrl (x(t k ))
795
(if x(t k ) ∈ E K ctrl ) at each sample time t k . Although the state space partition 796 was constructed with finite horizon N = 30 (corresponding to t = 3), the 
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